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Agenda

 Definition
 The new mediators for the 

scholarly communication in the 
Web

 Quantitative approaches: Web 
indicators

 Broadening the scenario: 
Automatic compilation and 
categorization

 Preliminary results and future 
developments



Web(o)metrics?

Definition: A quantitative analysis of 
the usage and presence in the Web 
by academic institutions, research 
groups or scientists (introduced by 
Ingwersen)

Justification: Objective, feasible and 
comparable methodology for the huge 
volume of information in the 
Webspace

Goal: Describe patterns, identify 
divides, promote Open Access 
initiatives



Why academia?
 A good candidate: Strong 

institutional presence, hierarchical 
organization, increasing self-archiving 
practices

 Practical: Easy to automate data 
harvesting, lot of meaningful 
academic related variables

 Trend: Increasing visibility, the next 
evaluation tool?



How?
 Disaggregating: Academic domains 

comprise institutes, departments or 
groups subdomains

 Measuring: Search engine crawlers 
count web objects according to 
domain filters

 Explaining: Link analysis has been 
proved useful for measuring visibility 
and impact, correlating with other 
scientometric indicators



New mediators



Mediators (I): Yahoo



Mediators (II): Live



Preliminary results



Digital divide !!

webometrics.info, July’06



Current problems (I)
 Level of analysis: University-level 

web domains with a lot of non-
academic information

 Population size: Top institutions 
comprising between ¼ and 1 million 
sub-domains

 Metadata: No semantic control of 
the contents of the main Tags: 
<title>, <meta>, <Hn>, … 



Current problems (II)
 Languages: Webpages available in 

several local languages: English, 
German, Spanish, French, Italian and 
others

 Geographic allocation: Groups or 
departments with different addresses 
than the top institutions

 Units comparison: Subdomains 
reflect web presence of groups or 
institutions of different level or nature



Human-Language 
Technologies
 Proposal: Automatic classification of 

academic sub-domains in 20-25 
disciplines

 Mapping: Making equivalences 
between the most extensive, 
comprehensive and used 
classifications 

 Learning: UNESCO codes applied 
to EICSTES project corpus of EU 
universities subdomains



Semi-automatic 
assignation
 Institutional: public/private, 

research universities, institutes, 
consortia, cooperation 

 Geographic: Countries, Regions, 
Developed/Developing, English-
/Spanish-speaking

 Thematic: Basic/Applied, 
Biomedicine, Technology, Social 
Sciences, Humanities, …



UNESCO codes in 
EICSTES



ODP categories



UDC (Dewey system)



Criteria and weights

Choi, B. & Peng, X. (2004). Dynamic and hierarchical classification of 
Web pages. Online Information Review, 28(2):139-147



Building new 
indicators
 In-depth analysis: Applying 

HLT for developing more 
descriptive and finer indicators

 link-based
 content-based
 usage-based
 structure-based

 Rankings: Classifying other R&D 
related organizations



Spanish project 
proposal
 QEAVis. Quantitative Evaluation 

of Academic Websites Visibility
Research coordinator: María Felisa Verdejo 
Maillo

 SUB-PROJECT 1. Catiex: Multilingual 
Web Categorization and Information 
Extraction (UNED)

 SUB-PROJECT 2. e-Humanities: Web 
mediators in the scholarly communication 
processes (CINDOC-CSIC)



Thank you!

 Questions?

 Contacts:
Cybermetrics Research Group. CINDOC-

CSIC
http://internetlab.cindoc.csic.es

Natural Language Processing and 
Information Retrieval Group. UNED

http://nlp.uned.es/


